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Throughout the history of the African American people there has been no stronger resource for
overcoming adversity than the black church. From its role in leading a group of free Blacks to
form a colony in Sierra Leone in the 1790s to helping ex-slaves after the Civil War, and from
playing major roles in the Civil Rights Movement to offering community outreach programs in
American cities today, black churches have been the focal point of social change in their
communities. Based on extensive research over several years, Mighty Like a River is the first
comprehensive account of how black churches have helped shape American society. An
expert in African American culture, Andrew Billingsley surveys nearly a thousand black
churches across the country, including its oldest, the First African Baptist Church in Savannah,
Georgia. These black churches, whose roots extend back to antebellum times, have
periodically confronted social, economic, and political problems facing the African American
community. Mighty Like a River addresses such questions as: How widespread and effective is
the community activity of black churches? What are the patterns of activities being undertaken
today? How do activist churches confront such problems as family instability, youth
development, AIDS and other health issues, and care for the elderly? With profiles of the
remarkable black heroes and heroines who helped create the activist church, and a compelling
agenda for expanding the black church's role in society at large, Mighty Like a River is an
inspirational, visionary, and definitive account of the subject.
African-American preaching must always be relevant to one's social condition and always
available to speak truth to power. It is the only Word that can lift us from the "Underground" to
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"Higher Ground." Upon this ground, the whole of Preaching While Bleeding stands. "This book
challenges and chastises in the way that only H. Beecher Hicks can. I treasure his body of
work and celebrate his contribution to the church and the Kingdom. This book is a "must read"
for every called out, set apart preacher-whether you started today or decades ago." -Bishop
Vashti McKenzie, 10th District, African Methodist Episcopal Church, Texas "Dr. Hicks wrote
Preaching While Bleeding as an experienced "bleeder"; therefore, I offer this word of cautionplease be careful when reading this book because the blood of the author's passion may spill
on you." -Dr. Maurice Watson, Senior Pastor, Metropolitan Baptist Church, Largo, MD "If you
want to become a real preacher of the Word, this book will be of great value, and it will cost
you everything." -David McAllister Wilson, President, Wesley Theological Seminary,
Washington, DC.
A best-seller among seminarians and seasoned leaders alike, this 20th anniversary edition
offers updated and expanded content for readers familiar with the original as well as those new
to the work. In both modest and substantial additions throughout, the expanded edition also
features a new Author's Introduction, two fresh chapters on "Cultivating Meaningful
Friendships" and "Unleashing Dynamic Creativity," and two original sermons, "Living at a
Sacred Pace" and "Stopping, Stepping Back, and Stepping Up Stronger"!
In this companion and sequel to the best-selling Power in the Pulpit (2002), which has sold
over 11,000 copies, more of America's best-known and most influential African American
preachers describe how they go about preparing their sermons. Each preacher also presents a
sermon that highlights his or her particular method of sermon preparation. This book is an
excellent how-to manual for pastors and students, presenting sage advice and wisdom on the
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art of preaching and an inspirational look at the work of some of the most prominent figures in
the life of the black church.
Explore the unique art of African-American preaching, in which storytelling is a pivotal element.
In addition to an astute overview, Stewart includes many captivating sermons.
Hobgood examines new pressures on clergy that are emerging in the "post-Christendom era:"
financial stresses; the effects of a conflicted and confrontational culture; the needs of an
increasing number of people living broken or dependent lives; dysfunctional behavior on the
part of pastors and parishioners; questions regarding clergy respect and job satisfaction. How
is ministry being affected by these changes? What skills will clergy need as they enter the new
century? An invaluable resource thoroughly grounded in research and full of practical
observations for clergy, judicatory executives, seminary professors, and long-range planners.
Let the Legends Preach celebrates the past and current legends of black preaching through
preserving the sermons that they preached at the Annual E. K. Bailey Expository Preaching
Conference. The twenty-four preachers honored in this book received the Living Legend Award
for Excellence in Preaching on account of ministries that impacted hundreds of thousands of
people across the nation and around the world. Not only does this book lift up preachers that
are familiar to so many, names belonging to the great cloud of witnesses in black preaching
over the last fifty years, but it also introduces a new generation of preachers to their powerful
stories and homiletical wisdom. Each chapter offers readers short biographical sketches on the
life and ministry of the preachers that were honored followed by the sermon that they preached
or the lecture that they delivered at the annual conference.
Planning and text selection are important ingredients in a preacher's work. "Saturday night
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specials" - sermons out of a frantic search for a scripture passage and possible message - are
all to familiar with many. Lack of a systematic approach will exhaust the preacher and weaken
one's pulpit ministry. This book can be a help to those who want to be faithful preachers rightly
handling the word of God.
What preachers preach is not necessarily what hearers hear. Have you ever wondered why
some hearers are affected by a sermon but not others? The issue may not necessarily be the
content or delivery of the message. It may be how your hearers' brains process what you say.
Modern neuroscience illuminates how our brains understand and hear sermons. Verbal stimuli
can be accepted or rejected depending on the context of how they are received. The brain
processes new information differently than information that reinforces already-held beliefs. To
have long-term effect, new information must connect with previous memory. Psychologist,
physician and preacher Richard Cox shows that better understanding of the brain can help
preachers be more effective in their preaching. Intentional, purposeful preaching can actually
produce new neural pathways that change how the brain thinks and how its owner acts. Our
brains are intimately connected with how our bodies work, especially in how brain stimuli
produce behavioral responses and how people experience comfort and healing in times of
pain. God is at work in our brains to enable his people to hear him. Preach with the brain in
mind, and help your hearers grow in mental, physical and spiritual health.
The voices of liturgical theology in the twentieth century are many and varied. Primary Sources
of Liturgical Theology brings together in one volume the representative writings of scholars
throughout the Euro-North American context whose insights have shaped our understanding of
liturgy today. The selections in Primary Sources of Liturgical Theology are arranged around
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nine seminal questions which students of liturgical theology need to engage. Each selection is
introduced and contextualized by another liturgical theologian. Through this first-hand
encounter with primary sources readers will develop a sense of the broad range of writings
available to them. Chapters are What Is Liturgical Theology?" "What Is Liturgy?" "How Can We
'Do' Liturgical Theology?" "How Are Theology and Liturgy Related?" "How Does Liturgy
Embody Theological Themes?" "What Is the Theological Function of Liturgical Language and
Ritual?" "What Is the Role of the Word in Liturgy?" "How Do Liturgical Theologians Engage
Cultural Diversity?" "How Are Liturgy and Life Related?" Includes an alphabetical list of primary
contributors and a chronological index of major entries by date of original publication.
Contributors to Primary Sources of Liturgical Theology are Peter Brunner; Odo Casel, O.S.B.;
Louis-Marie Chauvet; Anscar J. Chupungco, O.S.B.; Mary Collins, O.S.B.;Irenee Henri
Dalmais, O.P.; Ruth C. Duck; Justo L. Gonzalez; Romano Guardini; Angelus A. Häussling,
O.S.B.; Mary Catherine Hilkert, O.P.; Lawrence A. Hoffman; Paul Waitman Hoon; Aidan
Kavanagh,O.S.B.; Edward J. Kilmartin, S.J.; Gordon W. Lathrop; L. Edward Phillips; David N.
Power, O.M.I.; Gail Ramshaw; Don E. Saliers; Alexander Schmemann; Robert F. Taft, S.J.;
Harold Dean Trulear; Evelyn Underhill; Dwight W. Vogel; Jean Jacques von Allmen; Geoffrey
Wainwright; and Joyce Ann Zimmerman, C.PP.S. Dwight W. Vogel is professor of theology
and ministry and dean of the chapel at Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary where he
coordinates the doctoral program in liturgical studies. "
Homiletical Handbook is a primer for those who are called to preach. It is intentionally simple in
its explanation of the homiletical task and straightforward in getting to the point. It is solid in its
theology and biblical in its approach.
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An extensively researched volume collects groundbreaking sermons from the past three
centuries that have reflected the historical and spiritual pilgrimage of black people in America,
in an anthology that includes pieces by such figures as Sojourner Truth, Frederick Douglass,
and Martin Luther King, Jr.
"The Book on Adler is Kierkegaard's most revised manuscript, his longest unpublished book,
and the book of which he left the most drafts. When he decided not to publish the book, he
pulled a chapter ("The Difference between a Genius and an Apostle") and published it in Two
Ethical-Religious Essays (1849). All this rowing and backwatering show the complexity of his
personal involvement in this book and concern for the person of Adler." "The ostensible subject
is the claim by a pastor of the Danish state church, Adolph Peter Adler, that he had received a
private revelation from Jesus in which He had dictated the truth about the origin of evil. The
content of this revelation was quoted verbatim in the preface to one of Adler's several books of
sermons. Such a claim to a private revelation was then and is still in conflict with the concepts
of revelation and authority in Christian churches." "Jesus had further commanded Adler to burn
all Hegel's texts that he owned, which he did without hesitation. Adler had written his doctoral
thesis on isolated subjectivity in Hegel's thought, and he apparently thought that the burning of
Hegel's books cleaned up his categories and ridded him of Hegel's influence on his thinking.
The irony is that this observable act demonstrated his own isolation not only from the Hegelian
tradition but also from Christian theology, which addresses itself to the human heart."
"Kierkegaard considered Adler's revelation claim to be an extreme but still typical example of
the religious confusions of the age." "The essays in this volume address the issue of
revelation, subjectivity, and related topics that remain problematic to this day and are perhaps
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even more acute in a postmodern age."--BOOK JACKET.
How does the process of seminary transform? Why do you believe what you believe? What are
some effective methods for preaching? How can one be empowered to minister to the
masses? I Trusted the Process is a reflection upon how one’s sojourn through seminary
answers these questions. Join the author on a journey back in time where his experience or
process in seminary transformed him and profoundly shifted the way that he thinks and
ministers. While some cast doubt on the worth of seminary, even going to great lengths of
labeling it a cemetery, the author’s works collected in this volume from his time in seminary
show how seminary can challenge someone; how it challenges someone to the extent that if
that someone trusts the process, that someone will come out better on the other side. I Trusted
the Process provides models and example work from seminary that readers can use to do their
own work of determining what they believe and why. Works within this volume also provide
examples of biblical exegesis, preaching methodologies at work, reflections on written works
and of holistic ministry, and a pattern for articulating one’s own Christology, among other
things. Navigating through this book for those unable to attend seminary can serve as its own
type of process. It also provides insight into the mind of one who seeks to help change the
world. If one is to believe the glowing words from the foreword and the cover, such a mind is
worth exploration. He can say: I Trusted the Process. Can you?
In this revision of Soul Stories, Dr. Wimberly moves even more in the direction of Christian
Education with African American families. Soul stories link persons' everyday life with the
Christian Scriptures. The soul stories in this revised volume take on a cross-generational
orientation with emphasis on linking stories of family identities, events, relationships, and story
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plot with Bible stories and exemplary Christian faith stories found in the African Diaspora. This
orientation builds on an awareness of the continued fragmentation of Black family life and the
disconnect between generations on one hand, yet, on the other hand, the profound yearning of
Black people for a common family history. The goal of Dr. Wimberly's model is to enliven the
values associated with the image of "village" in order to empower and equip African Americans
today.
Rev. Beecher Hicks Jr. knows that great preaching and great storytelling go hand in hand. He
believes in the power of imagination to teach us about God and about life, and he knows that
nothing can spark the imagination like a story well told. In My Soul's Been Anchored, he
presents vivid portrayals of the biblical truth shining through people he has known and
experiences he has had. Family, friends, church members, neighbors. . .well-loved faces peer
from these pages. In their warm humanity they illustrate simple, profound lessons that touch us
all. You'll meet 'Uncle Mugga, ' a woman poor in money but rich in love for neighborhood
children. Reverend Jones, whose dentures flew out over the pupil in mid-prayer. Mother
Jackson, everybody's mother at Second Baptist Church. Wilson McCray, who ran his shoes off
praising God. Each person is a unique, creative snapshot -- sometimes funny, sometimes
poignant -- of a living faith that helps us overcome obstacles, love God and each other more
effectively, and make this world a better place. Dr. Hicks' stories read the way his sermons
preach -- full of life, feeling, and beauty. My Soul's Been Anchored captures in print the oral
tradition of the great African-American preachers -- the cadences, the rhythms, the passion,
the urgency. And the vision. Dr. Hicks says, 'This is a time to rise above our limitations and set
our sights on those things that the world believes are beyond us.' He encourages us to reach
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for purpose, to put our faith in motion, to never give up on our potential or God's promises.
Here is storytelling at its finest from a gifted writer and preacher, with universal truths that
speak to every culture.
The purpose of this project is to share my story and encourage other ministry leaders in their
work with the church. The calling to follow Jesus is easier said than done. Conflict isn't
pleasant, but it is necessary. Church ministry in today's environment is like running a
corporation. Conflict and crisis arise in every ministry. As in the corporate world, people are the
greatest assets. Exploring how to deal with difficult, combative, complacent, and evil people is
a true reality. From the pulpit, it is often said that God will not call you to do anything He has
not equipped you for. Nevertheless, it is also prudent to develop your leadership skills to deal
with numerous aspects of church ministry. God never promised us this life would be easy, but
He is bigger than any storm we face in this world. And He's always working for our good, even
in the places where we can't see, even in the circumstances that we don't fully understand. It's
hard to put a storm, periscope, and the idea of building something together unless you are in a
submarine on a covert or clandestine mission in which the periscope rises to check out the
landscape. This is a strange analogy to try and put together; nevertheless, we need to up our
periscope, build a solid foundation and know that the only thing that will last is that which is
done for the kingdom of God.
A New York Review Books Original Whether you call her a coldhearted grifter or the soul of
modern capitalism, there’s no question that Aimée is a killer and a more than professional
one. Now she’s set her eyes on a backwater burg-where, while posing as an innocent (albeit
drop-dead gorgeous) newcomer to town, she means to sniff out old grudges and engineer new
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opportunities, deftly playing different people and different interests against each other the
better, as always, to make a killing. But then something snaps: the master manipulator falls
prey to a pure and wayward passion. Aimée has become the avenging angel of her own
nihilism, exacting the destruction of a whole society of destroyers. An unholy original, JeanPatrick Manchette transformed the modern detective novel into a weapon of gleeful satire and
anarchic fun. InFatalehe mixes equal measures of farce, mayhem, and madness to prepare a
rare literary cocktail that packs a devastating punch.
This book deals with the experience of the black church. But its insights are pertinent for all
preaching traditions. It discloses both a high concept of preaching and a new dimension of
pastoral care. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
FINALLY, a scholarly description of the development of Black preaching in the United States
that is accessible to the average reader, but also contributes to the academic conversation
about both style and theological content. Written from the perspective of a seasoned
practitioner and tenured practical theologian, Thomas surveys Black preaching as it has
responded to various social and historical time periods. Starting with the brutality of chattel
slavery, early formations in segregated Southern life, rapid migration to and urbanization in
Northern cities, and various events throughout the post-civil rights era, the book gives
convincing details and examples of how the Black preacher helped to guide and sustain the
masses of African American people through the wilderness of social change. At the heart of
the book, three prime examples are presented as models of the real "genius" of Black
preaching. The reader will never again think about Reverend Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm
X, and the Reverend Jesse Jackson in the same way. A special chapter is devoted to the
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contributions of Black women preachers along with a closing chapter that makes new
proposals for the future. The book is a provocative and critical analysis of why Black preaching
still matters.
Life Illustrated is a devotional book that will bless individuals and families pursuing a closer
walk with God. It is a collection of stories, illustrations and real life experiences that help
explain the Word of God and make it applicable for everyday life. This book will serve as a
daily reminder of God's love, faithfulness, and grace.

I have discovered that there is a serious misunderstanding when it comes to
prayer. I had an awakening that it was much, much more than what I had been
led to believe. I received a challenge around the middle of the year of our Lord
1999 from a member of the Rehoboth Baptist Church named Djuana Jackson
Tomlin who, at the time, was wrestling on how to pray effectively. She came to
me as her pastor and asked, Will you teach us about prayer? I somewhat ignored
her and said within my spirit, Everybody know how to pray. All she needed to do
is get on her knees at night before she goes to bed and pray. That was my
understanding because that was the way I was brought up, as a child. My parent
taught me before I went to bed to say my prayers. I would pray, Lord, lay me
down to sleep, I pray the Lord my soul to keep. If I should die before I wake, I
pray the Lord my soul to take. Now bless Mama and bless Daddy, amen.
Evidently she had been doing that and more, but she was still unfulfilled. So she
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just kept on troubling me with the question, When are you going to teach us how
to pray? This went on for some four to five months. Upon her persistence to be
taught on prayer, a study of teaching on prayer began in December 1999 on the
topic of What is Prayer and the preaching on prayer began in January 2000 with
a seven-part series of sermons entitled Barriers to Answered Prayer. The Holy
Spirit continued to inspire sermons on prayer for ten months. The teachings on
prayer continued for better than eleven months. What God revealed to me
concerning prayer revolutionized my life.
For all preachers who take seriously the church's role as a catalyst of social and
spiritual transformation, James Harris advocates the salient features of liberation
preaching, especially as exemplified in black-church settings.
Every day, a pastor faces armies of despair, fatigue, exhaustion, and frustration.
That blessed hope of a Spurgeon church has morphed into a Paul prison. Every
time he looks up, there is another attack. First errors are found, then sin; doctrinal
arguing leads to internal strife. The army of the nation’s culture surrounds for the
kill. The pastor places his baptism handkerchief on a broom handle and crawls
out to surrender. Just then, he looks to the horizon to see a glorious alliance of
sixty-six armies. The enemy turns in fear—many ride away, while others engage,
only to be routed. The preacher had forgotten that there are more with us than
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against us. No matter the mess, God is with us. He has given his Spirit to move
among us, and he has given us his word to defeat every attack. Grab this
handbook and be encouraged; you can preach your way out of every mess.
This book is the second in a three-volume set of commentaries on all of the
readings in the newly revices Common Lectionary, including all alternate
readings.
In this addition to the new Working Preacher Books series, prolific author William
H. Willimon makes the compelling case that two key pastoral tasks--preaching
and leadership--complement, correct, strengthen, and inform one another.
Preaching is the distinctive function of pastoral leaders. Leadership of the church,
particularly during a challenging time of transition in mainline Protestantism, has
become a pressing concern for pastors. This book shows how the practices,
skills, and intentions of Christian preaching can be helpful to the leadership of a
congregation. It will also show how leadership is an appropriate expectation for
sermons. In preaching, pastoral leaders can help a congregation face its
problems and coordinate its God-given resources to address those problems.
Sermons can be an opportunity to articulate, motivate, and orchestrate God's
people in doing God's work in the church and in the world. Leading with the
Sermon includes chapters on why pastors must be leaders, why preaching is
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such an essential task in telling the truth about the gospel, how preaching makes
better leaders, and how better leaders make better preachers.
In 1770 there were fewer than 1,000 Methodists in America. Fifty years later, the
church counted more than 250,000 adherents. Identifying Methodism as
America's most significant large-scale popular religious movement of the
antebellum period, John H. Wigger reveals what made Methodism so attractive to
post-revolutionary America. Taking Heaven by Storm shows how Methodism fed
into popular religious enthusiasm as well as the social and economic ambitions of
the "middling people on the make"--skilled artisans, shopkeepers, small planters,
petty merchants--who constituted its core. Wigger describes how the movement
expanded its reach and fostered communal intimacy and "intemperate zeal" by
means of an efficient system of itinerant and local preachers, class meetings,
love feasts, quarterly meetings, and camp meetings. He also examines the
important role of African Americans and women in early American Methodism
and explains how the movement's willingness to accept impressions, dreams,
and visions as evidence of the work and call of God circumvented conventional
assumptions about education, social standing, gender, and race. A pivotal text on
the role of religion in American life, Taking Heaven by Storm shows how the
enthusiastic, egalitarian, entrepreneurial, lay-oriented spirit of early American
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Methodism continues to shape popular religion today.
Bishop Charles H. Mason in the Age of Jim Crow profiles the life and career of
Charles Harrison Mason. Mason was the founder of the Church of God in Christ
(COGIC), which from its Memphis roots, grew into the most significant black
Pentecostal denomination in the United States, with profound theological and
political ramifications for poor and working-class black Memphians. Bishop
Charles H. Mason in the Age of Jim Crow is grounded in the history of the Jim
Crow era. The book traces the origins of COGIC in Memphis; it reveals just how
Mason’s new black Pentecostal denomination grew, gained social and political
power, and earned a permanent place in Memphis’s black religious pantheon.
This book tells how a son of slaves transformed a rural migrant movement into an
urban phenomenon, how unusual religious demonstrations exemplified
infrapolitical religious protests, and how these rituals of resistance changed black
lives and helped strengthen and sustain blacks fighting for freedom in segregated
Memphis. The author reveals why Charles H. Mason was an important pre-civil
rights religious leader who laid the groundwork for integrated churches.
This book is about vision. More precisely, it is about helping a congregation
capture a pastor's vision and struggling through the process of seeing that vision
fulfilled. H. Beecher Hicks captures that experience through the image of the Old
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Testament tabernacle---God's spiritual instrument for leading Moses and the
Israelites through their wilderness journey and manifesting his glorious presence
among them. This book arises out of Dr. Hicks's experiences in recent years of
coping with the need of his church for a larger facility in the face of opposition
from the community surrounding the church. The book captures and expounds
the spiritual qualities required for such changing times. It both teaches and
inspires. It shows us how to deal with the ups and downs of defining a vision,
confronting change, and dealing with the obstacles that stand in the way, from
both inside and outside the church. 'The problem with visions,' Dr. Hicks writes,
'is that they don't come with 'how to' manuals or an 800 number to call for
technical support.' Yet God shows his faithfulness in many ways, sometimes after
grit and grimy work, sometimes through unexplainable miracles.
An edited collection of Haddon Robinson's shorter writings on preaching,
designed to help readers understand his preaching theory, method, and practice.
All people, at some point in their lives, will come upon difficult and trying
circumstances that are traditionally characterized as a storm. As much as we try,
with great-valiant effort, to avoid certain things, no one can avoid the inevitable
storm or storms that will occur in their life. Storms are just part of the human
condition, and we are either coming out of a storm, in a storm, or heading for a
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storm. Since we know that storms are one of life’s certainties, we should prepare
to deal with them by equipping ourselves with the necessary knowledge and
skills. This is an imperative statement because if you are not prepared to deal
with a storm, then your life can easily be ripped apart by it. In a very short period
of time, a storm can quietly and quickly remove things in your life that have taken
you a lifetime to acquire. You can be a very secure person, but if you are not
prepared, a storm can uproot values that once nurtured and upheld your life, like
a stalwart tree uprooted from the ground. Therefore, if you want to know the
things to do to make it through a storm, Making It through a Storm is a book that
you will want to read. This book takes a look at what a group of people in 27th
chapter of Acts did, who made it successfully through a severe storm, to learn the
fundamental principles that one needs to embrace to make it through a storm.
Making It through a Storm will share with you some very insightful, surprising,
inspirational and delightful things that will help you make it through a storm in
manner that will strengthen and enhance your life. Personal storms are common,
but pertinent aids to help us in understanding and surmounting them are rare
indeed. This book is one such rare aid, and its pages are filled with wisdom
shared from a warm heart. Dr. James Earl Massey Dean Emeritus and
Distinguish Professor-at-Large Anderson University School of Theology
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Life can be tough. Even God-fearing Christians face frustration, criticism and
tragedy. So what do you do when your problems seem to be getting the best of
you? In his encouraging and candid style, Pastor Waller presents timeless
principles about believing God—even when it hurts. Drawing from biblical truths,
he reminds us of the big picture: God is working out an amazing purpose for our
lives, and He’ll bring us through our storms. When you want to give in—don’t.
You need to claim the promises of God and discover that there is Hope for the
Journey. ?In this world you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the
world.? –John 16:33
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